MAKE FRIENDS WITH
YOUR SEWING MACHINE
New to sewing or scared to get a new machine out of the box? If this is you, then read
on and learn to love your new best friend – the sewing machine.
Sewing machines are a little like cars: they all have the same basic bits, but each manufacturer may
put them in a different place. It really is worth reading the manual that comes with your machine, to
see what it can do and where everything is on your model.

There are two types of sewing machines:
MECHANICAL SEWING MACHINE : These have sliders or knobs that you move in
order to select stitches or functions on the machine. This type of machine is a more
basic type of machine, meaning that you manually set all the lengths and widths you
need to use. Fewer parts that can go wrong and it’s generally a cheaper option. Most
entry level or budget machines are mechanical.

COMPUTERISED SEWING MACHINE : This type of machine has a computer
chip that controls all the stitch lengths
and widths you need when sewing. The advantage of this type of machine for a
beginner is that, as soon as you choose a stitch or function, the computer
automatically allocates
an appropriate set of length and width settings. The disadvantages of a
computerised machine are the computer breaks down, the machine isn’t usable,
and they are more expensive.
The other consideration with both types of machines is where the bobbin
is positioned.
FRONT-LOADING BOBBINS
This type of machine has a removable bobbin case into which you put the filled bobbins. They may
seem fiddly at first, but with practise there’s no disadvan-tage to a front-loading bobbin.

TOP-LOADING BOBBINS
This type of machine has a built-in bobbin case on the top of the machine bed. Once the plastic
cover is re-moved, you simply drop the filled bobbin in. Designed for ease of use for beginners, and
you can see when the bobbin is going to run out.

TIP

If you are on a limited budget, buying second-hand from a
dealer who gives you a warranty is a great way to get a machine
that will last. Buy the best that you can afford first time
around, so you don’t quickly outgrow it.
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Anatomy of a sewing machine
These are the essential parts of a sewing machine that you’ll need
to become familiar with.

Thread tension control
Controls the amount of
pressure on your thread as it
passes through your machine.

Thread spool pin
Holds your reel of thread
in position.

Bobbin winder spool pin Use
to wind on your bobbin.
Clicks from left to right to
engage winding.
Needle Wheel
This will turn when you
sew. If you turn it towards
you then you can control
the needle position.
Stitch width control
This changes how wide your
zigzag stitches are.
Stitch length control
This controls how long your
straight stitches are.
Pattern selector dial
This controls what kind of
stitch you are doing – use
to switch between straight
and zigzag.
Reverse control
This allows you to sew
backwards.

Bobbin case
This holds your bobbin, which is
wound with your bottom thread.
Thread guides
These guide your thread
from the spool to the needle
and are numbered.
Presser foot
Works with the feed dog
below to hold your fabric
and move it along as you
sew.
Free arm
Useful for sewing around
circular items like sleeves.
Detachable storage tray
Creates a sewing surface
when attached and stores
accessories.

Foot pedal
Controls the machine –
some have 2 speeds.
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THREADING UP THE
SEWING MACHINE
Unlike hand sewing, which has a single strand of thread passed through the
needle, machine sewing works by looping two strands of thread together on
either side of the fabric. So your first task is to wind on a bobbin with some
thread.

FILLING UP YOUR BOBBIN
All

machines do this in a similar way, but it’s important to know how to do it on your
model by reading the manual first. Here’s a general guide to help you.
1 Take an empty bobbin, and drop it onto the
bobbin winder pin.
2 Pop your reel of thread onto the spool pin.
3 Pass the thread into the middle of the bobbin
tension guide – it’s important to get right in
between these discs to make sure that your
thread stays taut.
4 Pass the thread over to the bobbin and
manually wind it around the middle from left
to right, starting with the thread at the back.
Winding a few times around the middle of the
bobbin manually helps the thread to ‘grip’ when
you start winding on by machine.
5 Click the bobbin winder pin from left to right
to engage the winder.

TIP

6 Push your foot on the foot pedal
control and watch the thread begin to
wind on. The thread should look taut as it
winds onto the bobbin. If
it looks saggy, then you may need to
check you got it right between the bobbin
tension discs and start again.
7 Once the bobbin is full, stop pressing
the foot control pedal and click the
bobbin winder pin back over to the right
to stop the winding process.
8 Snip the thread from your bobbin, then
drop the filled bobbin into its case, either
on top of the machine bed or into the
removable case at the front of the
machine.

If you find that the thread splits before it goes through the
needle, re-snip the end with a sharp pair of scissors and try
again. If it’s still hard to thread, tap the cut end with your
teeth. This ‘fans’ the end, making it easier to thread.
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THREADING UP THE TOP OF THE MACHINE
Most modern machines have numbered guidelines marked on the machine to
help you.
1 Pass the thread behind the first thread
guide.

4 Pass the thread back down through
the second vertical slit.

2 Slide the thread downwards through the
slit in the machine. Sometimes you can see
a pair of numbered discs here; this is
another tension guide to keep your thread
nice and taut.

5 At the very top of the needle is a hook;
make sure your thread sits around this
hook, which will hold the thread flat
before it reaches the eye of the needle.

6 Thread the needle by passing the end
3 Guide the thread under and upwards from of the thread through the eye from the
the next thread guide. You may need to turn front towards the back. Lots of modern
machines have attached needle
the needle wheel until you see a silver lever
threaders, which can help if you find this
(the take-up lever) rise above the top of the
bit fiddly.
machine. Pass the thread from right to left
around the take-up lever.

PULL UP THE BOBBIN THREAD
This is the bit most beginner sewers find
the trickiest. It’s worth practising a few
times until you get the process set in your
mind.

3

Once you see a loop wrapped over the top
thread, stop turning the needle wheel. Use
your fingers or the point of a small pair of
scissors to pull the loop until it’s a single tail.

Make sure the sewing or presser
foot is in the raised position. If it’s
not, you’ll find it tricky to draw the
bobbin thread up.

1

2

Hold onto the thread coming from the
needle with your left hand. Turn the needle
wheel towards you with your right hand.

You’ll start to see the top thread ‘wrapping’
around the lower thread and pulling up through
the throat plate.

4

Put the bobbin cover on. Make sure both
your threads are sitting in between the
sewing foot and the throat plate.
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GET SEWING
You’re now ready to sew your first line of stitching. Before you launch into your first project,
practise on some scraps of fabric to build up your machine confidence.

MOVING FORWARD IN A STRAIGHT LINE
This is the foundation on which all your sewing
will be built! Sewing forwards in a straight line
is used to not only create seams, but to tack,
zigzag and do pretty much all machine sewing.

1

Begin by raising your sewing foot, and
passing your fabric under the foot. Bring
your needle into the fabric at the point
where you’d like to start sewing. Lower your
sewing foot and lightly hold onto the two threads
while you use the foot pedal control to start the
machine moving forward… easy!

2

Once you’ve sewn a couple of stitches,
press and hold the reverse button and sew
a few stitches backwards. This will lock off
the beginning of your stitching ensuring it won’t
unravel.

3

Once you’ve done a couple of stitches
backwards, release the reverse button and
continue sewing forwards.

TIP
For 99% of seams, your stitch
length should be set at
between 2 and 3.

TIP
Use a reverse stitch to start and finish
off every seam.

TURNING CORNERS
There aren’t many sewing projects that are just
straight lines, so at some point you will need to
turn a corner on the sewing machine!

1

When you’ve reached the point at which
you need to turn, stop sewing and lower the
needle all the way into your fabric, using
the needle or balance wheel at the side of the
machine.

2
3

Raise the sewing foot and pivot the fabric
until the sewing foot faces the direction in
which you wish to continue sewing.
Lower the sewing foot and continue sewing forwards again.

Turning
corners
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Simple seams and seam finishes
The basic building block of all sewing is the seam. A seam is essentially how to pieces of fabric are
joined together. The distance from the seam line or the stitches to the outer edge is called the seam
allowance; for dressmaking, this is generally 1.5 cm (5/8 in.). Once a seam has been sewn, you need
to think about how to finish off or neaten the raw edges of the seam allowance. Leaving them
unfinished can result in garments fraying away inside over time. There are many different types of
seams and seam finishing techniques, but these are the most basic ones you need to get started.

STRAIGHT SEAM
A straight seam, in which the fabrics to be joined are placed right sides together and machined, is
the one most commonly used in dressmaking. The seam allowance is usually pressed open, so that
it sits on either side of the seam line, creating a flat look from the outside of the garment. On sheer
fabrics and fabrics that don’t fray much, both sides of the seam allowance are pressed together over
to one side. This creates a slightly heavier look from the outside than an open seam, but is more
robust.
VERTICAL PINNING
In vertical pinning, the pins are parallel to the
edge of the seam allowance and the point is
facing towards the sewing machine. This type
of pinning is really secure and is the best way
to pin fiddly things like zips. It’s also a good
alternative to tacking!

AN ‘OPEN’ STRAIGHT SEAM
This is the one most commonly used for
dressmaking, it creates a flat look from the
outside of the garment. The seam allowance is
pressed open so it sits either side of the seam
line.

HORIZONTAL PINNING

This is the way many people prefer to pin. The
pins are slipped into the fabric layers at a 90˚
angle to the edge of the seam allowance. The
point of the pin faces into the piece, with the
head towards the outside. Horizontal pinning is
great for pinning seams with ease, and the pins
are easier to remove as you sew than vertical
pins.

A ‘CLOSED’ STRAIGHT SEAM
This is often used on fabrics that don’t fray
much, or on sheer fabrics. Both sides of the
seam allowance are pressed together over to
one side. It creates a slightly heavier look from
the outside than an open seam, but is more
robust.
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Neatening or finishing off the raw edges
If you leave all the raw edges inside your garments raw, they will unravel over time,
particularly when laundered – and eventually the seams may well fall apart. It’s important to
stop this happening, and it’s a simple process. Not all fabrics fray, however; felted wool,
jersey, netting and many synthetics do not unravel, so you can skip the neatening stage if
your fabric doesn’t fray. To test, pull on the edges of the cut end of your fabric. If some
strands come away, you need to neaten.
USING A ZIGZAG STITCH ON YOUR SEWING MACHINE

If you have a sewing machine with a zigzag function, this is the easiest and most popular
way to neaten the edges of your seam allowance. Set the stitch to the widest available, and
play around with the stitch length. Start with a 5-mm (1/4-in.) width and a 2-mm (1/8-in.)
length. Line up the needle so that it ‘zigs’ inside the fabric and ‘zags’ next to the edge.

ZIG ZAGGING AN OPEN SEAM
When you have an open seam,
zig-zag both sides of the seam
allowance separately.

ZIGZAGGING A CLOSED SEAM
For a closed seam, zig-zag the two
sides together as one layer.

When should you neaten
your edges?
There are a couple of schools of thought on when you should neaten your edges during the sewing
process. Many books and teachers recommend neatening all the way around your pieces as soon as
they’re cut out. While this can save time and is great if you’re using an overlocker, you may stretch your
fabric if you’re neatening with a zigzag.
If you don’t neaten all the pieces at the start of the sewing process, you can do each seam as it’s
stitched. Generally this is our preferred method – particularly as we suggest that you fit as you sew!
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Top tips for sewing!
vLearn how to de-fluff your sewing machine. Use a pressurized air-can that

is sold for cleaning keyboards. The fluff in the bobbin area of your
machine soaks up the oil and can clog the mechanism. Doing this
yourself will prolong the life of your machine, and cost you less in
servicing.

vDo get your machine serviced regularly. That clunking noise in your machine

means something is out of sync! You wouldn’t dream of driving your car for
ten years without a service, and like cars, sewing machines have movable parts
that need maintenance. If you don’t use it very often then every couple of years
should be okay, and if you use it regularly then do every year. A service should
cost around £50.
vKeep your manual handy! So many tasks you may want to do are explained

in your manual, so it is an invaluable resource. If you’ve got a vintage
machine with no manual, then check out this site to see if it’s there. http://
www.sewingmanuals.com

vIf you like doing a specific task like gathering, or piping, research whether

or not there is a special foot for your machine that makes that task quicker. A
piping foot for example gives you a perfect result each time, without you
having to put as much effort in. I always buy an invisible zip foot, as I do lots
of invisible zips, and the foot makes it so easy.
vChange your needle! Many people have had the same needle in since they

bought their machine. Needles on average last a continuous 8 hours only!
You need to change your needle according to the fabric you’re using. A fine
needle for delicates and a thicker needle for heavier fabrics. Needles are
made for specific tasks, for example a denim needle is the best choice for
jeans, it’s strong but has a very sharp point that will pierce the dense fabric.
This is a great article on what needle to use for what fabric:
http://thesewingdirectory.blogspot.com/2010/09/n-is-for-needle.html
vNeedles and pins are one area that buying cheap means you pay twice. I

always use Schmetz, or Gros-Beckert needles which are German and very
high quality. For hand sewing I usually use John James which are British
steel, or Prym needles. For pins I use a longer, finer good quality brand like
Prym.
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COMMON SEWING TERMS
Sewing terms can seem confusing and it may feel as if you need to learn a new
language before you can get started. If you’re new to sewing, here are a few key terms.

Backstitch

Facing

This means to reverse stitch on your sewing machine.
Check your manual for how to use the reverse button
on your model. Use a backstitch at the beginning and
end of every seam, and your clothes will never unravel.

A facing is a shaped piece of fabric that attaches to
the edges of garments in areas such as the waist,
neck and armholes to finish off the edge.

Binding

This is a strip of fabric cut on the bias of the fabric.
It has a slight stretch, and is useful for finishing off
curved edges. You can buy it pre-made in a range of
colours and prints, or you can make your own (see
page XX). It’s a really versatile and quick way to finish
off the edges of garments.

This refers to the lengthwise (warp) threads woven into
the fabric. These are parallel to the finished (selvedge)
edges of your fabric. The centre of each piece in a
garment should have the warp thread running through
them. Patterns have a grainline marked on them to
help you position the patterns correctly on to the
fabric.

Bobbin

Hem

These are the small spools that come with your sewing
machine, onto which you need to wind thread before
you can sew. They come in plastic and metal, and are
often specific to your brand of machine.

Clipping and trimming

Once you sew a seam, particularly a curved one, you
need to make snips into the seam allowance in order
to create smooth curves once the garment is turned
right side out. If the fabric is bulky, you may need to
trim away some of the seam allowance so that no
lumpy bits are seen from the outside. See page XXX
for more details.

Easing

This means that one side of the seam is longer than
the other and needs to be manipulated in order to fit
onto the shorter side, without there being any gathers
or tucks visible.

Grain

This is the extra fabric allowed to finish off the bottom
of your garment. Hems can be a single fold, a double
fold, hand stitched or stitched by machine. A hem
gives some body to the lower
part of your clothes, and makes them hang well.

Interfacing

This is a product that is used to stabilise fabric and
stop the garment from becoming stretched and
distorted out of shape. It comes in lots of weights;
choose one that matches the weight of the fabric
being used. Interfacing is available in both fusible
(iron-on) and sew-in forms. Interfacings are often
attached to facings or the edge of hems.

Neatening/finishing off

This is a step that’s undertaken to stop the cut edges
of fabric from unravelling. See page XXX for more
details.
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Pressing

This is the way you smooth out all your seams and
stitching processes. There is a difference between
pressing and ironing: when ironing, you are merely
smoothing out the fabric; when pressing, you work a
little slower and push some weight into the fabric so
that it’s really flattened.

Staystitching

This is a row of machine stitches placed within the
seam allowance around curved edges, or at the top of
garments. It’s used to stop the garment from stretching
or distorting out of shape while it’s being made.

Tacking (also known as basting)

You’ll see this term used throughout sewing
instructions. The right side of the fabric refers to the
side that will be visible when the garment is finished;
on printed fabric, it is usually the side that is the most
strongly coloured. The wrong side is the side that’s
seen from the inside of the garment.

Sometimes you need to hold a seam or a zip in place
firmly before you sew it on the machine. Tacking is a
row of stitches that holds a seam or zip temporarily
in place more securely than pins. You can either tack
by hand using a running stitch, or use a long stitch
length on the machine. Tacking is usually done within
the seam allowance, so that it’s not visible once the
garment is finished.

Seam

Tension guides

Right side and wrong side

This is the process of joining two pieces of fabric
together. See page XXX for more details.

Seam allowance

This is the distance between the row of stitches in your
seam and the cut edges of the piece. In dressmaking,
this is usually 1.5 cm (5/8 in.) If this is not the case,
the project instructions will tell you how big your seam
allowance needs to be. There are lines on your sewing
machine’s throat plate that you can follow to help you
sew an accurate seam allowance that is the same
width all the way along.

Shell

Lined garments are often described as having two
shells. The outer shell is made up in the fashion
fabric, and the inner shell is made up in the same
way in lining fabric. These two ‘shells’ are then joined
together.

Thread is wound onto reels at ‘tension’ when
manufactured. When you thread a sewing machine,
it’s necessary for the thread to retain that tension.
Tension guides are adjustable discs that keep your
thread taut. Check your sewing machine manual for
the optimal settings for your machine.

Topstitching

Topstitching describes any stitching that is very visible
from the right side of the garment. Topstitching is
sometimes sewn using a heavier-grade thread as a
decorative feature or to add strength. It’s used to great
effect on the seams and pockets of jeans that have to
withstand lots of wear and tear.

Understitching

By sewing the seam allowance through the facing very
close to the seamline (3 mm or 1/8 in.), you can stop
facings and linings from poking out to the right side.
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